
Monday Evening Bible Reading Group: December 6 

The opening M<message Version line is: “Go after a life of love”, which seems to capture the 

essentials of the subsequent sometimes puzzling discussion about speaking in tongues and 

prophecy.   Basically, Paul is saying Christians need to look after their own individual 

spiritual lives, but – especially when they come together – they need to think about each 

other and about their common needs.  We each want a Covid jab/ spiritual fix, but the 

community interest is the priority.   If we have gifts of any sort, they are for sharing not for 

hording.   If, like me, you have never come across folk babbling away ecstatically “in 

tongues”, a better modern example might having a hymn in Latin that only trained 

choristers can sing, or a sermon dominated by the four Greek words for “love”, with Greek 

quotations. 

Ecstatic babbling (the gift of tongues) is at the opposite end of the usefulness spectrum 

from being able to speak a number of languages (the gift of languages).   It was quite 

common in various religious groups in Paul’s time – sometimes encouraged by consuming 

dangerous substances, sometimes (as in Paul’s own case) created by deep contemplation of 

the divine.  There is, and was, a suspicion, that some folk put it on to show off; but Paul’s 

main point is that someone else’s ecstasy is less use to us than someone else’s clarity: 

prophecy in the sense of forth-telling rather than fore-telling. 

Another way of looking at it is that private love language might be great in private between 

a loving couple, but is a bit embarrassing when others are present.   Perhaps nearer home 

and our shared experience, a passionate sermon or intercessions prompted by the Spirit can 

be great, but so can a carefully researched sermon and carefully prepared intercessions.  

The preacher or intercessor who doesn’t prepare can miss an opportunity – and miss the 

sort of divine guidance that comes from study and prayer in advance of the big occasion. 

Church folk can feel that a service is being geared to outsiders; but church language for 

insiders can ensure that those outsiders stay outside.   I’m lured into a bit of church Latin 

jargon, but it just so happens that aedifico really is the best one word description of the 

church’s responsibility for building people up, rather than undermining them.   

Encouragement rather than condemnation.  Inclusion rather than exclusion. 

I like the musical parallel.  Descants are fine; but all descant and no tune is not fine.  The 

tune, with each individual voice and instrument playing its part, gives the togetherness... or, 

if that sounds a bit anti-soprano, which it wasn’t meant to be, think of each soprano singing 

a different descant..... descant becomes discord?   


